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Problem Definition

Isolated Patch Sampling Module for Style Distilling

Objective Function

• Image-level corruptions and perturbations degrade
the performance of DL-based vision models.
• CNNs are not robust to the image-level
corruptions and perturbations for the downstream
vision tasks.
• Social media filters are one of the most common
resources of various corruptions and perturbations.

Benchmark

Figure 2. This figure shows the pipeline for only a single level features. The extracted feature maps by IFRNet Encoder (E) are
first fed into the random sampling modules for the content (RCS) and style (RSS), separately. After encoding them by
corresponding 2-layer MLP modules, the content patches for the input and the output are sent to Content NCE module, and
content NCE loss is calculated as proposed in [38]. Moreover, the style patches are extracted by G for calculating the Gram
matrix of the encoded features, and style NCE loss learns to select the patch with pure style over the filtered patch.

Qualitative Results
Impact on Downstream Tasks

Figure 1. Failure cases arising from filtering on detection and
segmentation tasks in fashion domain. Retrieved from [1].

Approach
• These distractive factors can be alleviated by
recovering the original images with their pure
style.
Assumption: Filters substantially inject additional
style information to the images.
• Following the same assumption in the prior work,
we formulate the problem statement as follows:
~X = T(X)
where X and ~X are RGB images (i.e., original
and filtered), and T is the transformation function
applies the filters. Since finding T-1 is ill-posed,
we try to find F, the best approximation to T, as
follows:
X = F(~X)

Figure 3. Comparison of the qualitative results of Instagram filter removal on IFFI dataset.
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